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Abstract. The rapid rise in computational performance offered by computer systems has greatly increased the number
of practical software radio applications. A scheme presented in this paper is a software radio platform based on ARM
and FPGA. FPGA works as the coprocessor together with the ARM, which serves as the core processor. ARM is used
for digital signal processing and real-time data transmission, and FPGA is used for synchronous timing control and
serial-parallel conversion. A SPI driver for real-time data transmission between ARM and FPGA under ARM-Linux
system is provided. By adopting modular design, the software radio platform is capable of implementing wireless
communication functions and satisfies the requirements of real-time signal processing platform for high security and
broad applicability.

1 Introduction
With the rapid development of Software Radio
technology, Software Radio technology has become a
hotspot of research. Software Radio is a new architecture
for wireless communication based on digital signal
processing and microelectronics technology. In this paper,
an ARM and FPGA based software radio platform is
designed according to the needs of actual system in
digital signal processing and wireless communication,
which take full advantage of the flexibility of ARM and
the parallelism of FPGA.[1] The choice of ARM is
Freescaleÿs IMX6, which has a rich instruction set and
programming flexibility; FPGA has a great advantage in
the speed and parallel computing, suitable for
requirements for real-time data transmission.
This paper begins with an overview of the software
radio platform, including hardware components and datastream transmission on the platform. It then moves on to
describe the design of data transmission interface
between ARM and FPGA. An explanation of how the SPI
driver can implement real-time data transmission between
ARM and FPGA under ARM-Linux system will be
presented after that. The sequential logic and the
transmission of multi-data in FPGA is explained at the
end of this paper.

which contains six groups of phase-locked loop CLK
management and can run up to220MHz. A/D converter
module uses ADS7886 which is a 12-bit and 1MHz
Sample Rate Serial ADC. The serial interface in
ADS7886 is controlled by the CS and SCLK signals for
connections with microprocessors.

2 Platform Overview
The core architecture of this platform is based on ARM
system and FPGA system. ARM system uses a
Freescaleÿs IMX6Q microprocessor which encompasses
a quad-core platform running up to 1.2 GHz. FPGA
system uses a chip of Altera's Cyclone III series chips

Figure 1. Diagram of embedded software radio platform.

Figure.1 shows the diagram of embedded software
radio platform. The platform is mainly composed of
ARM system, FPGA system, ADC&DAC module and
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RF module. The function of ARM system is storing the
real-time data and processing the real-data. The ARM
chip IMX6Q complete instructions and data transmission
by the address of read and write bus.
Embedded Linux kernel is responsible for mission
management and integration of enhanced SPI serial data
transmission, guaranteeing real-time data transmission.
The role of FPGA is synchronous timing controlling and
serial-parallel converter. FPGA is in charge of data
acquisition from the ADC, digital-to-analogue conversion
by controlling the DAC and controlling the speed of data
transmitting to ARM.[2] ADC&DAC module consists of
ADC, DAC and peripheral circuit. RF module is used to
receive and process radio-frequency signal.

Figure.2 shows data streams between ARM and
FPGA. By reason that the Enhanced serial peripheral
interface is a full-duplex, synchronous, four-wire
communication block. Once ARM-Linux user space has
completed their data handling, ARM-Linux kernel space
can receive processed data in blocks from ARM-Linux
user space (the maximum data block size is 120Kbytes),
and then FPGA can read out serial processed data from
ARM and convert serial data into parallel data. After that,
FPGA will send parallelized data to DAC, which will
handle the digital to analog conversion. Meanwhile,
ARM-Linux kernel space can transfer data sampled by
ADC in blocks to ARM-Linux user space (the maximum
data block size is 120Kbytes), ARM can process data in
ARM-Linux user space. Real-time system must have
ability to process and transmit data with high speed. In
order to ensure constant and continuous data transmission,
ARM-Linux system uses ping-pong operation of two
pieces of data buffer (the maximum data buffer size is
120K bytes) to achieve real-time data in series. When the
valid data block of user space is writing into Ping-pong
Buffer0 in kernel space, SPI TX_FIFO can read valid
data from Ping-pong Buffer1 which has completed
writing into the valid data block. Similarly, when the
valid data block of user space is writing into Ping-pong
Buffer1 in kernel space, SPI TX_FIFO can read valid
data from Ping-pong Buffer0 which has completed
writing into the valid data block. In this way, SPI
TX_FIFO can read valid data from data buffer
continuously. ( first level cache of ARM internal data)
FPGA SPI bus controller provide chip select signal and
clk signal for ARM to control the read or write speed of
RAM. Therefore, FPGA can read processed data from
data buffer of ARM at a constant rate, FPGA also can
write real-time data sampled by ADC into data buffer of
ARM at a constant rate.
As ARM SPI bus controller works on slave mode, and
FPGA provides chip select signal and CLK signal for
ARM. In order to ensure ARM can output data
continuously at a constant rate, half- interruption method
is used to collect and transfer data.[5] When the number
of valid data is less than 32, ARM-Linux will generate an
interrupt and use interrupt service routine to fill SPI
TX_FIFO. ( second level cache of ARM internal data)
In the design of data transmission interface, ARM is
responsible for the data caching and processing, FPGA is
responsible for timing control for ARM.

2.1 Data Transmission Design
2.1.1 Real-time Data Transmission Design
The difficulty of platform design lies in the design of
real-time data transmission interface, because it is the
data transmission channel, and is also a bridge to connect
the system front-end and back-end.[3] Compared with
general processing platform, the real-time platform
requires demands on faster response time, and deviation
of synchronous sequential logic will cause serious
consequences. It means that the hardware of platform
must have the ability to process and transmit data with
high speed.[4]
What is innovative about real-time data transmission
interface of this platform is that FPGA and ARM use
master-slave mode control structure by Enhanced serial
peripheral interface of ARM. ARM SPI bus controller
works on slave mode, and FPGA SPI bus controller
works on mater mode to provide chip select signal and
CLK signal for ARM. FPGA can read valid data
processed by ARM from data cache of ARM through SPI
bus, and then FPGA convert serial data read out from
ARM into parallel data. After that, FPGA will send
parallelized data to DAC which will handle the digital to
analog conversion. Meanwhile, FPGA can write avail
data sampled by ADC into data cache of ARM through
SPI bus, and then ARM will store valid data and process
valid data.

2.1.2 FPGA Data Transformation Design
In the platform, FPGA is responsible for completing
serial-parallel conversion and
synchronous timing
control of ARM as well as ADC & DAC. FPGA works as
the coprocessor together with the ARM, which serves as
the core processor. ARM is used for digital signal
processing and real-time data transmission, and FPGA is
used for synchronous timing control and serial-parallel
conversion.
FPGA works as the coprocessor together with the
ARM, which serves as the core processor. ARM is used

Figure 2. Data streams between ARM and FPGA
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and ADC&DAC. FPGA can read processed data from
data buffer of ARM through the SPI bus. Meanwhile,
FPGA can write real-time data sampled by ADC into data
buffer of ARM through the SPI bus.The data
transmission between ARM and FPGA is a full-duplex
transmission.

for digital signal processing and real-time data
transmission, and FPGA is used for synchronous timing
control and serial-parallel conversion. A SPI driver for
real-time data transmission between ARM and FPGA
under ARM-Linux system is provided.[6] The design of
real-time data transmission interface takes full advantage
of ARM and FPGA. ARM contains various peripheral
interfaces and enough storing resource. Besides, it can
run an embedded operating system Linux to manage all
the tasks. FPGA has excellent reconfiguration flexibility
and parallel computational ability, which enhance the
performance of both control and computation of the
platform. The CLK of ADC & DAC and timing control
of ARM is provided by FPGA. ARM is used to process
data and store data.

2.2 ARM-Linux SPI bus driver design
Driver is the interface between the operating system and
hardware and it shielded the hardware details of the
application. Only the hardware system combined with the
highly efficient and reliable driver could it work properly
in the operating system.
In order to realize the communication between ARM
and FPGA in ARM-Linux system for master-slave mode
to transmit data. A specialized SPI bus driver and
software interface is designed to provide data
transmission channel between the operating system and
hardware.
Once ARM-Linux user space has completed their
data handling, ARM-Linux kernel space can receive
processed data in blocks from ARM-Linux user space
(the maximum data block size is 120Kbytes), and then
FPGA can read out serial processed data from ARM and
convert serial data into parallel data. After that, FPGA
will send parallelized data to DAC, which will handle the
digital to analog conversion. Meanwhile, ARM-Linux
kernel space can transfer data sampled by ADC in blocks
to ARM-Linux user space (the maximum data block size
is 120Kbytes), ARM can process data in ARM-Linux
user space.[7] Real-time system must have ability to
process and transmit data with high speed. In order to
ensure constant and continuous data transmission, ARMLinux system uses ping-pong operation of two pieces of
data buffer (the maximum data buffer size is 120K bytes)
to achieve real-time data in series. When the valid data
block of user space is writing into Ping-pong Buffer0 in
kernel space, SPI TX_FIFO can read valid data from
Ping-pong Buffer1 which has completed writing into the
valid data block. Similarly, when the valid data block of
user space is writing into Ping-pong Buffer1 in kernel
space, SPI TX_FIFO can read valid data from Ping-pong
Buffer0 which has completed writing into the valid data
block. In this way, SPI TX_FIFO can read valid data
from data buffer continuously.
Figure.4 shows SPI bus data streams and FIFO in
ARM.SPI TX_FIFO can read valid data from Ping-pong
Buffer1 which has completed writing into the valid data
block. Similarly, when the valid data block of user space
is writing into Ping-pong Buffer1 in kernel space, SPI
TX_FIFO can read valid data from Ping-pong Buffer0
which has completed writing into the valid data block. In
this way, SPI TX_FIFO can read valid data from data
buffer continuously.
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Figure 3. FPGA SPI bus controller

Figure.3 shows SPI bus data streams and SPI bus
controller in FPGA.FPGA SPI bus controller provide
chip select signal and clk signal for ARM to control the
read or write speed of RAM.A SPI driver for real-time
data transmission between ARM and FPGA under ARMLinux system is provided.data streams between ARM and
FPGA. By reason that the Enhanced serial peripheral
interface is a full-duplex, synchronous, four-wire
communication block. Once ARM-Linux user space has
completed their data handling, ARM-Linux kernel space
can receive processed data in blocks from ARM-Linux
user space (the maximum data block size is 120Kbytes),
and then FPGA can read out serial processed data from
ARM and convert serial data into parallel data. After that,
FPGA will send parallelized data to DAC.
Therefore, FPGA can read processed data from data
buffer of ARM at a constant rate, FPGA also can write
real-time data sampled by ADC into data buffer of ARM
at a constant rate.A/D converter module uses ADS7886
which is a 12-bit and 1MHz Sample Rate Serial ADC.
The serial interface in ADS7886 is controlled by the CS
and SCLK signals for connections with microprocessors.
Multiplex data terminal is a module inside FPGA,
which can implement sharing data channel between ARM
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This software radio platform takes full advantage of the
flexibility of ARM and the parallelism of FPGA, realizes
the design of high-speed data transmission and
processing.
With the rapid development of Software Radio
technology, Software Radio technology has become a
hotspot of research. Software Radio is a new architecture
for wireless communication based on digital signal
processing and microelectronics technology.[9] In this
paper, an ARM and FPGA based software radio platform
is designed according to the needs of actual system in
digital signal processing and wireless communication,
which take full advantage of the flexibility of ARM and
the parallelism of FPGA. The choice of ARM is
Freescaleÿs IMX6, which has a rich instruction set and
programming flexibility; FPGA has a great advantage in
the speed and parallel computing, suitable for
requirements for real-time data transmission.
This work presented an embedded scalable cluster
platform with software defined radio applications. FPGA
serves as the coprocessor and works together with the
ARM which serves as the core processor in this platform.
ARM is used to complete digital signal processing and
real-time data transmission, And FPGA is used to
complete synchronous timing control and serial-parallel
conversion.[10] A SPI driver for real-time data
transmission between ARM and FPGA under ARMLinux system is provided.
Experimental results show that the real-time and high
speed performance of the software radio platform can
meet the design requirements, and it is capable of
implementing wireless communication functions and
satisfies the requirements of real-time signal processing
platform for high security and broad applicability.
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Figure 4. Software flow pattern of SPI bus driver

The processed data in ARM-Linux user space can be
written into ARM-Linux kernel space in blocks, and then
FPGA can read out serial processed data from ARM
through the SPI bus. Meanwhile, the real-time data
sampled by ADC can be transmitted to ARM-Linux
kernel space through the SPI bus, and then the real-time
data in ARM-Linux kernel space can be written into
ARM-Linux user space in blocks.
In order to ensure constant and continuous data
transmission, ARM-Linux system uses ping-pong
operation of two pieces of data buffer (the maximum data
buffer size is 120K bytes) to guarantee the real-time data
processing. When the valid data block of user space is
writing into Ping-pong Buffer0 in kernel space, SPI
TX_FIFO can read valid data from Ping-pong Buffer1
which has completed writing into the valid data block.
Similarly, When the valid data block of user space is
writing into Ping-pong Buffer1 in kernel space, SPI
TX_FIFO can read valid data from Ping-pong Buffer0
which has completed writing into the valid data block.
The time that FPGA finish read data from a data buffer is
about , this time is longer than the time that Linux
controls worst response time (50ms).[8] In this way,
FPGA can transmit data continuously.
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